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The Biology Of Grasses
Gustafson, D. J. Gibson, D. J. and Nickrent, D. L. 1999. Random amplified polymorphic DNA variation among remnant big bluestem
(Andropogon gerardii Vitman ...
Population Biology of Grasses
We all know people who strive to have the best lawn in the neighborhood. If that is you, I am going to give you all the secrets you need to ...
CONSERVATION CORNER: Secrets to the best lawn in the neighborhood
In the Anthropocene, people have become the biggest driver of evolutionary change on earth. We're shaping the distant future of biodiversity.
Humans have become the biggest selection force in evolution
John Rucker was a high school English teacher in North Carolina when he stumbled upon something interesting: Whenever he took his two
dogs hiking, they would run into the tall grass and bring him back ...
Sniffing out turtles a dog's job
Synthetic biology extends beyond genetic engineering ... at the end of the eighteenth century that a “Newton of a leaf of grass” would never
see the light of day. The statement “Give me ...
Newtons of the leaves of grass
New study on South American grass frogs: ... A gene duplication leads to frogs of the genus Leptodactylus being resistant to certain poisons.
This was discovered by an international research team with ...
New study on South American grass frogs: Battle between molecular forces leads to toxin resistance
At UC San Diego's Biology Field Station, scientists tested California grasses in plots that allowed or excluded the influence of birds, mice,
rabbits and other plant consumers. Disclaimer ...
Grass plot experiments (image)
The blood-sucking critters are capable of thriving along the western coast, according to new research. Though experts don't exactly know
how they're picking up the bacteria that causes the illness.
Lyme Disease-Carrying Ticks Are Turning Up On California's Beaches
To describe something as slow and boring we say it's "like watching grass grow", but scientists ... Dr Daphne Ezer, lecturer in Computational
Biology at the University of York and senior author ...
Plants get a faster start to their day than we think
Projects by UMD, The Nature Conservancy help nature fill in for Northland tree species losing out in a warmer climate.
Planting a forest for a warmer Northland
As Bruce Bright strolled through the grass of Grand Ledge’s Oak Park, it felt like he was winding the hands of time backward. Credit Joe
Dandron Sunlight painted the flowers, small bugs and trees ...
Bridging The Gap: The Ledges Of Grand Ledge Brings Community
Aberdeen forensic soil scientist Professor Lorna Dawson has used her expertise to play her part in snaring infamous murderers.
Snared by science: Five of the UK’s worst killers who were caught thanks to Aberdeen scientists
Marram grass is important in coastal ecology ... Monocot stem cross section (Maria Morrow/Biology LibreTexts) In other words, the “smiley
faces” are just an illusion created by viewing ...
Does Microscopic Image Show ‘Smiley Faces’ in a Blade of Grass?
Marty Bluewater fought to keep his home among the nesting birds of Protection Island. Now he’s fighting for the birds.
Protected Habitat, for a Population of One
Marty Bluewater fought to keep his home among the nesting birds of Protection Island in Washington state. Now he’s fighting for the birds.
He fought to keep his home on an island that turned into a wildlife sanctuary. Now he’s fighting to save the birds there.
Conducted at the UC San Diego Biology Field Station in early 2018, the researchers' study examined native Stipa pulchra and non-native
Bromus diandrus grasses, common California grass species with ...
Plant consumers play unexpectedly large role in the evolution of seedling success
Carmichaels High School will hold graduation for 78 seniors at 8:30 p.m. Friday at Coaches Field. Alternate weather date will be Saturday.
Tickets will be required for on the field ...
Carmichaels to graduate 78
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The goal of the I Promise program was to change graduation rates in Akron. And it started with one group of kids.
‘The best decision’ LeBron James ever made: I Promise inaugural class graduates high school
He mentioned it to a few people, and soon, biology teachers from the University ... When the dogs locate turtles hidden in tall grass, they alert
him by wagging their tails and barking, then ...
He realized his dogs have an unusual skill. Now he uses them to help save turtles.
Dan Salkeld, a biology researcher at Colorado State University ... Still, the coastal shrubs and grasses are surprising new habitat for the
disease, because those ecosystems are not home to ...
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